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STILL SEEKING LORRIE BEYL PHOTOS
“Most Photos Still Under Subpoena” 

 
Faribault (AP) Exhaustive searches of all 
criminal databases, FBI file cabinets and 
disciplinary reports from the Faribault School 
system have one thing in common: no photos of 
our dear sweet Lorrie (McMichael) Beyl. “It is the 
strangest thing,” said U.S. Marshall Ken Peters, 
“You start dropping her name and asking the 
whereabouts of some of her old pictures and 
bad things start happening.”  
 
After spending a day asking clerks about Lorrie, 
Peters drove home to find his house ransacked, 
his other car torched, all his shrubs hacked out 
at their roots and a large chalk drawing of a 
dog’s head in the driveway. “An expert has 
identified it a Hungarian Pointer, but I know 
there is much more to the story.” 
 
Attempts to find photos of Lorrie on the internet 
continue to come up empty: a search of the 
name “Lorrie (nee McMichael) Beyl” only brings 
up websites dedicated to her beauty with long, 
rambling love letters from the Marine Corps and 
all the Wisconsin National Guard units (but no 
pictures). “She is one mysterious woman,” 
concluded Kenny Peters. “Quite mysterious.” 

Janer’s House for Sale Again 
“Spinning Noise Keeping Maple Lawn Neighborhood Awake All Night” 
 
(West End) Chez Janer is back on the market and the folks are “only” 
asking for $125,000 to own the little piece of west end history. Some 
of the attributes detailed on the listing include the Mike Lohrmann  
“Southern Comfort Window Well and Vomitorium (see star),” “The  
Spookiest Basement in the World” and the actual kitchen that Liz gave 
Mike his first pierced ear back in 1977. Insiders say the Lohrmann  
piercing area is the main reason for the inflated price, especially the  
area “in which Mike actually passed out.” 
 
“That price also explains the spinning noise at Maple Lawn,” said caretaker Al Albrecht. “Once the ‘For 
Sale’ sign went up on Franklin, we started getting that spinning sound. I figured it was the Civil Defense 
alarm system test but then I figured out it wasn’t the first Wednesday of the month.” When asked how 
he finally connected the two issues, “Oh, when I heard that someone wanted to buy Jane’s old house 
for one hundred and twenty-five grand, I figured that was her spinning in her grave. But then I realized 
that the owner also gets the ‘Liz Sears Make-out Driveway’ and the ‘Jeff Sears Air Conditioner 
Message Board,’ I started to think that was a good deal.” 

FIFTEENTH ANNUAL PHOTO CONTEST 
 
Faribault (AP) A family favorite ever since the 
McMichael girls multiple acquittals, the Annual 
Photo Contest has returned!  
 
QUESTION ONE: Who is  
giving Uncle Bing bunny ears? 

□ (Little) Billy Miller 

□ Gib Dapper  

□ Hudson “Hockey” Mealey  
 
 
 
 

QUESTION TWO: What was Joanie thinking 
with those pink glasses? 

□  Look sharp: feel sharp 

□  Gift from Janer: had to  
       wear them to parade  

□  Keeps strangers from  
       making cruel remarks 
       about large size of  
      cousin’s melon-sized head 


